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A Decade of Dynamic Connections: Celebrating Mechoui
This jubilant year sees the 10th milestone of Méchoui, our flagship event that not only 
showcases the dynamic presence of the Quebec financial community but also 
strengthens the crucial connections within the investment ecosystems of Montreal, 
Toronto, and beyond… 

The Méchoui stands as an imperative event in Canada’s financial calendar. More than a 
mere congregation, it’s a nexus for forging and fortifying professional alliances, evident from 
this year’s enthusiastic participation of 330+ individuals. Méchoui’s format is a blueprint for 
success, with attendees looking forward to its consistent charm in upcoming editions.

Infusing Innovation at Méchoui:
FIAM, always mindful of its mission, has innovated for this 10th anniversary. We have 
incorporated educational activities such has (conferences, workshops, collaborative 
undertaking between the industry and academia). All are honed in on our operational 
niche: the confluence of data science, AI/ML financial prowess, especially in asset 
management. This is the path FIAM has chosen to contribute to the development 
and competiveness of the financial community. Mark your calendars for the 2024 
edition on August 29th at the majestic Belvedere Pavillion at the Paddock. Stay tuned for 
more exhilarating content.

The “Bloomberg-CDPQ” 2023 Confluence
Prior to the splendors of Méchoui, a distinguished event unfurled at the CDPQ premises. 
The ceremony began with Claude Perron emphasizing the event’s cardinal role in FIAM’s 
vision. The agenda, centered around Shawn Edwards, Bloomberg’s CTO, saw an 
overwhelming gathering of some 100 attendees. This was made possible, thanks to 
Quebec’s financial giants – CDPQ, PSP, and DGAM, supported by Innocap and Bodhi 
Research’s patronage. A subsequent panel discussion explored the pressing and 
prospective concerns regarding integrating cutting-edge AI/ML technologies, including LLM 
models like GPT, in the financial domain. The dialogue highlighted the potentialities and 
impediments of this integration. 

For a comprehensive report and further insights

Do you share our fervor for the crossroads of finance, 
data science, and AI?  Eager to sculpt the future of asset 
management?  
Then, FIAM is your platform! We are perpetually on the 
lookout for avant-garde talents and collaborators keen on 
bolstering our cause. Your ingenious article propositions, 
event notifications, or news for the fraternity are always 
welcome.  

Illuminate us with your insights.  
Join the mission, Elevate the Vision. 

Please contact cperron@fiamtl.com
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Bridging Data science, 
AI/ML and  
Finance/assets 
management.

Claude Perron

Founder & President 

of FIAM

A Warm Welcome to the FIAM Community
We are delighted to unveil the first edition of our FIAMxPRESS 
newsletter.  Over the next 12 months, expect this newsletter 
in your inbox six times, each edition bursting with exciting 
announcements, insightful interviews, and important 
updates that align with FIAM’s mission. 

“Dive deeper into our essence and beliefs HERE”
Claude Perron

Founder & President 

of FIAM

MISSION

https://fiamtl.com/about-us/
https://fiamtl.com/2023-events/2023-mechoui/
https://fiamtl.com/2023-events/cdpq-conference-2023/

